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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO, KRIS LINDAHL:

Bitcoin is officially the best performing asset of 2020 with a 23% ROI and has made a +142% price recovery following the
market crash on the 13th March. Will the real market bubble please stand up… or go to zero rather.

We have been telling our investors of Bitcoin’s applicability as a non-systemic hedge since the recession warnings in early
2019 and Bitcoin’s correlation with gold is now at an historical high, meaning that the world is now treating the little coin that
could as a hedge against traditional markets. Needless to say, we were prepared, and we have done very well YTD while
Warren Buffet lost $50bn in the first quarter. The perils of ignoring innovation.

Bitcoin is nothing short of the soundest form of non-sovereign money in human history, and it will easily return to test its all-
time high price of $19,783 in the next 12 months, due to the very unsound sovereign economic policies flirting with inflationary
measures. Our forecast is for the price to near $100k in the next 4 years. However, CNBC have Tweeted that Bitcoin is looking
bullish ahead of the upcoming halving event. Uh-oh! That’s not good news. Bitcoin has historically formed important market
tops by the time CNBC catches on to a bullish cryptocurrency market.

Our short-term position maintains market expansion until 11-25 May and we anticipate Bitcoin to test $10,000 and possibly
$12,000 before we see significant selling pressure return to the market, as investors ‘sell-the-news’ on Bitcoin’s halving. Some
analysts are forecasting new annual lows for Bitcoin after the halving, although we acknowledge that technical possibility, our
forecasts still favour overall market expansion until August 2020. Thereafter we should see bears return to the battle for a
short-while after the ass-kicking of late, but we see this as a multi-year bull market lasting until 2022 with intermittent and
few opportunities to ‘buy the dip’.

This recession was inevitable, as our economies have been crippled since the 2008 crash, but we swept the problems under
the bulging money printing carpet until we coughed and tripped over a virus hump. This recession was not brought to you by
Covid-19, but by human apathy and its two favourite jagged little pills: cognitive dissonance and confirmation bias. Now its too
late to take out the trash! Now we will need to rebuild. Particularly following oil’s collapse, the world is on the cusp of
geopolitical reset.

Our mission at Digital Future Capital is not only to be the most profitable and charitable hedge fund globally within the next 5
years, but to utilise our market leading cryptocurrency expertise to help imagine a digital and more sustainable and powerful
form of capitalism as a result of The Great Lockdown. If bats can hear shapes, if plants can eat light and if bees can dance
maps, then we can create a more equitable and resilient economy.
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Bitcoin is Best Performing
Asset in 2020 with a 23%
ROI

The latest positive price
developments in the
cryptocurrency scene have
helped Bitcoin to reclaim its
position as the best
performing asset in 2020.

BTC is currently beating the
S&P 500 index, US 10 year
treasury bonds, and even
gold. Bitcoin has made a
+142% price recovery from
low to high following the
market crash on the 13th

March

US Economy Shrinks at
Fastest Rate Since 2008

The US economy suffered its
most severe contraction in
more than a decade in the
first quarter of the year, as
the country introduced
lockdowns to slow the
spread of coronavirus.

The world's largest economy
sank at an annual rate of
4.8%, according to official
figures released on
Wednesday. It marked the
first contraction since 2014,
ending a record expansion.
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Bitcoin Accounts for 78% of
Crypto Derivative Market,
Study Finds

Amid the COVID-19 market
crash, the cryptocurrency
market went through
substantial losses. Most
assets plunged by as much
as 50% in mid-March.

During these times of hyper
volatility, however, trading
volume was surging,
especially on cryptocurrency
derivatives trading
platforms, indicating traders
are capitalising on the
volatility and cheaper crypto.

Andreessen Horowitz (a16z)
Doubles Down on Crypto
Investments with New
$515M Fund

The company said Thursday
it had raised a total of $515
million – more than the
original $450 million target
– for a second fund called
"Crypto Fund II," dedicated
to cryptocurrency and
blockchain projects.

It's also more than the $300
million raised for the VC's
first crypto fund, which
launched back in the
summer of 2018.

Bitcoin Hashrate Hits New
All Time High Ahead of
Halving

Analytics firm Glassnode
found the Bitcoin hash rate
hit a new all-time high over
the weekend shortly before
the Halving event. Therefore,
miners are putting more
computational power into
maintaining the Bitcoin
network. Because miners
must fund electricity and
capital intensive computer
processors to mine Bitcoin,
the increase in hash rate is
a bullish sign.

https://cryptopotato.com/covid-who-bitcoin-is-so-far-the-best-performing-asset-in-2020-23-roi-better-than-gold-and-equity-markets/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-52466864
about:blank
https://cryptopotato.com/bitcoin-accounts-for-78-of-the-cryptocurrency-derivatives-market-in-q1-2020-study-finds/
https://www.coindesk.com/andreessen-horowitz-doubles-down-on-crypto-investments-with-new-515m-fund
https://cryptopotato.com/bitcoin-hash-rate-hits-all-time-high-heres-how-it-works-and-how-it-affects-the-price/
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TOP 10 DIGITAL CURRENCY SUMMARY
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Source: coincodex.com (04.05.2020)
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WELCOME TO DIGITAL ALCHEMY

In the following pages, we
share select high-level
NikolinTM forecasts and
analysis for Bitcoin, the
largest digital currency by
market capitalisation.

These forecasts are
subject to the most recent
market data and are for
educational purposes only.

DFC employ a proprietary
Quantitative Algorithm,
named NikolinTM, providing
global market leading
cryptocurrency forecasts.

It utilises a mathematical
triangulation of both
fundamental and technical
analysis, in combination
with statistical arbitrage.
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NIKOLIN™ FORECAST: BITCOIN
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Proprietary Forecasts of Digital Future Capital – for educational purposes only (Data from 04.05.2020)

Nikolin Entry and Exit Targets Shown in
Chart.

Probabilities favour bullish market conditions
until 11 May 20 May 2020.

7 Day Forecast:

Bitcoin ignored any and all supply pressure last
week, continuing its extremely bullish market
behaviour. Bitcoin is now proceeding towards our 2
final exit targets at $10k and $12k, with supply
pressure building from 11 May 2020.

30 Day Forecast:

If Bitcoin hits the indicated exit targets and ‘cools-
off’, we will likely see bears testing demand as
Bitcoin enters ‘corrective’ market conditions for May.

6 Month Forecast:

We anticipate bullish market conditions until August
2020, hence if the market ‘cools-off’ in May we
consider it a buying opportunity and for bullish
market expansion to resume in June until Mid-
August.

New lows remain a technical possibility after the
halving on 11 May, yet Nikolin favours bullish
probabilities and sellers will likely find high-demand
for their Bitcoins after the supply reduction.

about:blank


CURRENT MARKET SENTIMENT: FEAR
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The Fear and Greed Index to the right is an apt indicator of
market sentiment to gauge investment timing.

There are two simple assumptions:

Extreme fear (0), could indicate that investors are in
a state of panic leading to oversold price
conditions.

Extreme Greed (100), the market is likely in
Euphoria leading to overbought conditions.

Analysis:

For the second week in a row, we are seeing the
inclinations that the market sentiment is returning
to a lesser state of panic, leaving Extreme Fear for
lesser market pessimism.

Notably, by the time the market sentiment reaches
Greed, the most opportune investment windows are
long gone in the rear-view mirror and the risk of
purchasing nearer the market top increases.
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Source: alternative.me (Data from 04.05.2020)
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BITCOIN LONGS VS. SHORTS
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Analysis of the Bitcoin Long Vs Short positions is an indication
where investors are placing their capital.

Longs outweigh Shorts by a 4.3 : 1 ratio.

“Houston, we have lift off!”

Following a strong rally last week, we are starting to see
clarity in investor sentiment with a -52.8% reduction in
short positions, as the market rallied past key
resistance levels and returned to pre-Covid19 price
levels.

This past week we have seen a highly bullish rally –
notably we are continuing to observe large buy orders
(100-1000BTC) processed on the Bitcoin Network.

As highlighted in previous publications, we are seeing
the introduction of further institutional investors being
granted regulatory permission to enter the
cryptocurrency markets, bolstering their portfolios as
the global economy enters a recession after the recent
market capitulation.

Data from TradingView symbol: BTCUSDLONGS and BTCUSDSHORTS
(Data from 04.05.2020)
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TRADITIONAL STOCK MARKET OVERVIEW
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Analysis of the Traditional Stock Market behaviour provides an indication
of the state of the world economy and any correlations to crypto market
price action.

As parts of the World are beginning to open their borders, attempting to
revive their economies, it may lead to a secondary wave of Covid-19
infections and further compromise the economic fragility of the
markets. In addition, the world starts to seek blame for this recent
economic plight – we may be entering a new stalemate in the ongoing
trade wars between the US and China.

Oil markets are attempting to find the floor, and gold beginning to climb
down from the ceiling, further indication that capital is starting to flow in
a less fearful manner, but is an attempted recovery being rushed?

A brief overview of the selected markets:

• Gold (XAUUSD): a historical “safe heaven” asset – typically 
climbs during times of crisis.

• Crude Oil (UKOIL): indicator of economic activity; fall in prices 
reduces the cost of production and sales for 
businesses. 

• LSE (LSE): London Stock Exchange – UK macro 
economics

• NYSE (NYA): New York Stock Exchange – US macro 
economics

• SSE (000001): Shanghai  Stock Exchange – Chinese macro 
economics

• JPX (NI225): Japanese Exchange Group – Japanese macro 
economics

Market Price Comments Summary

Gold/USD $1704.51 The last bit of bullish momentum lingering on; clear bearish divergence slowly
unfolding, a continuation of last week’s insights indicated that we should expect
some downside – momentum indicators and chart patterns are showing
confluence. Expect a volatile bearish range moving forward.

Consolidation

Brent
Crude/USD

$25.82 A historic couple of weeks for the Oil and Gas industry, US Oil (WTI) went to zero.
In an unprecedented lack of demand for fuel due to Covid-19, and an industry
slow to react to production cuts, has led to a massive oil glut globally. Brent
Crude managed to maintain key support levels, looking for an extended
consolidation period as consumer demand slowly returns.

Consolidation

LSE 7444 Following a strong rally as the UK Govt has rolled out financial assistance plans–
it has fuelled an optimistic outlook for the economy, despite increasing
unemployment. Reduction in market volume and key resistance levels suggests
this market is due further downside. Market has been trading in a tight range for
1 month and we will likely see volatility returning soon.

Bearish

NYSE 11058.57 As was the dominant theme in US politics late last year, China/US Trade
tensions are soon entering the market. US accusations of the Chinese tampering
with Covid-19 reporting has dented investor optimism.

Bearish

SSE 2860.08 Despite the reports from China last week of a confirmed recession, the GDP
falling to negative values for the first time in decades and Chinese lenders
cutting interest rates, China shows its Dragon’s teeth as the SEE continues to
hold firm amidst the Covid-19 crash. Little change from last week.

Consolidation

JPX 19783 The Bank of Japan has (BoJ) has announced they are planning on further
financial stimulus to shore up their financial markets. Similar to the US and UK
markets, recovery efforts have been slowed by increased tensions between the
US and China.

Bearish
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Source: CNN Fear and Greed Index
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BLOCKCHAIN BASICS: WHAT IS A BITCOIN (BTC)?
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Bitcoin is a new form of money that's
completely digital. It can be used by
anyone, anywhere in the world. There
are no dollars, euros, pesos, or yen -
it’s a universal currency.

Unlike traditional forms of money, there
are no physical bitcoins. No dollar bills,
no metal coins, no plastic cards – it’s
100% digital! Everything is done from
phones and computers.

Traditional money is controlled by banks and
governments – which makes it a “centralized”
currency.

Bitcoin is not controlled or regulated by any
single entity like a bank – which makes it a
“decentralized” currency. No greedy middlemen
taking a cut makes sending and receiving
money cheaper, faster, and easier.

Traditional money is created by
governments in unlimited quantities.
They print more constantly, which
decreases the value over time.

Bitcoin’s supply is limited to 21
million coins. There can never be
more! Why? It’s designed to be
scarce so that it increases in value
over time.

Bitcoin can be spent in much smaller
amounts, called Satoshis (all the way up to 8
decimal places). This means that it can be
used even for tiny purchases.

There is a lot of money stored in Bitcoin, so it
needs to be very secure. Bitcoin uses
cryptography to securely send payments.

That’s why Bitcoin is called a cryptocurrency.
The code is so strong that tampering is
virtually impossible.

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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ABOUT DIGITAL FUTURE CAPITAL
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Click Here
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DISCLAIMER
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“Cryptocurrency Market Insight” (the report) by Digital Future Capital (DFC) is a report focusing on cryptocurrency, blockchain and fintech projects. Information published in 
the report aims to inform and educate the public about developments in the market for the rapidly emerging cryptocurrency industry.

All content that is published is for informational purposes only and no content is intended to be a recommendation for making financial transactions or investments. We do 
not provide financial advice and are not responsible for losses in the market 

• We have made every reasonable effort to ensure that the information in the report is accessible, accurate and up-to-date, but subject to technical problems, errors and 
inaccurate information may occur. 

• Investing in cryptocurrency and technology companies involves considerable risk. To understand the risk you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own 
analyses and seek advice from an independent and approved financial advisor before deciding to take action. Investments also have tax consequences that you must take 
responsibility for investigating and living.

• We disclaim any responsibility for expenses, losses (both direct and indirect) or damage arising from, or in any way related to, the use of information in this report. You, 
the user, are fully responsible for your own investment activities. 
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Empowering Economic Evolution
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